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- Share data and allow people to build on your 
results.
- “Explain” : allow people to see for themselves 
how results vary with parameters
- CPU time is expensive too ... the community has 
a right to get the results ? (survey-type policy)
- Give refereeing process a chance ? 
- Code comparison.
- Pool of mocks to prepare/design surveys.
- Systematic (and fair) comparison of model 
results with as many observations as possible

Why publish ?



- A simulation is a large and very heterogeneous set of 
data (snapshots, trees, mocks) -> DB allows you to bypass 
all IOs (and IO optimization).
- A large part of the game is about selecting sub-samples 
(e.g. BCGs, LBGs, VVDS, SDSS, ...)-> DB allows selection in 
data-center and transfer only subset.
- A large part of the game is about understanding the 
links between different parts of the data set -> DB offers 
efficient table “joins”
- A large part of the fun is collaborating with people who 
have different expertise (“observers” ...) -> simple common 
“SQL” language, which allows very complex questions.

Why publish in a DB
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Snaphots
Series of snapshots (from z >> 0 to z=0) which 
describe a “large” volume of a Universe ... 
- DM particles + possibly gas (metals) & stars 
(cells and/or particles) -> catalogues
- fields (density, velocity, temperature, ...), scalar 
or vectorial -> accessed by position ...
- filaments, shock fronts, ... , HR time evolution ...

Series of snapshots which contain dark matter 
haloes -> 1st “summary” of the simulation (dens.)
- Halo catalogue (properties,x,v)
- possibly galaxy catalogue (for “hydro” sims)

Series of snapshots (from z >> 0 to z=0) which 
describe a “large” volume of Universe ... 
- DM field described with particles (m,x,v)
- possibly gass & stars (cells and/or particles)
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measure a luminosity function : 
SELECT count(*), mag_b 
FROM galaxy 
WHERE SnapNum = 63 
GROUP BY mag_b

measure a halo mass function : 
SELECT count(*), MVir 
FROM halo 
WHERE SnapNum = 63 
GROUP BY Mvir

what is the average mass of haloes which contain 
star-forming galaxies in under-dense regions ? 
SELECT avg(halo.Mvir) 
FROM halo, galaxy, field 
WHERE galaxy.SnapNum = 63 AND galaxy.SFR > 10. AND field.density < 1
AND galaxy.haloid = halo.haloid AND field.phkey = galaxy.phkey



Merger Trees
Halo merger trees (summarize the evolution of the 
density field by linking haloes from different 
snapshots together according to mass exchange).
-> possibly galaxy merger trees from “hydro” 
simulations
-> time evolution described by a set of relationships 
(progenitor/descendant) of objects ...

Semi-analytic model (“poor man’s” hydro code...)
- Galaxy merger trees (links between galaxies in 
different snapshots) 
- Galaxy catalogue (properties, x, v, Spectra)
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The database won’t do it all : the data model is essential !
- IDs have to be defined for all objects (primary and 
foreign keys) in a smart way (e.g. tree)
- Most frequently used IDs should be used to order the 
data on disk
- Indexes have to be created to avoid table scans.
- Some tables may have to be duplicated, to be written 
with different ordering



Halo and Galaxy ID-ing scheme for the Millennium 
(and now Horizon-project) data : 

G. Lemson



Get the history of a galaxy (/halo) :
SELECT prog.* 
FROM galaxy prog, galaxy des
WHERE des.galaxyID = 0
AND prog.galaxyID between des.galaxyID and des.LastProgenitorID

- Get the history of a halo
- Get the luminosity function of galaxies at z=0 which had 
a major merger at z=2...
- Get the halo formation time as a function of local DM 
density

When do Brightest Cluster 
Galaxies form their stars, and 
when do they assemble ? 
(G. De Lucia & J.B., 2007)



Mock observations
Mock catalogues : galaxies (or haloes, particles, 
cells, ... ) distributed in a light-cone
-> theoretical results in the observational format
-> Systematic, easy-to-use approach (MOMAF)
-> (S. Borgani’s talk)

Series of snapshots (from z >> 0 to z=0) which 
describe a “large” volume of Universe ... 
- DM field described with particles (m,x,v)
- possibly gass & stars (cells and/or particles)

J. B. et al., 2005
Forero-Romero et al., 2007

A cosmological simulation (+SAM) produces much 
more data/information than any survey : 
- mock COSMOS field (Kitzbichler & White ‘07)
- 6 full sky mock SDSS/2MASS (see B. Panter)
- 200 mock VVDS/CFHTLS
- mock GALEX
- mock MUSYC 
- mock K20
- mock ALAMBRA 
- mock SPACE
- generally, any mock from UV to IR...
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Some normalization required for ambitious mocks... 
=> link to other tables has to be efficient.



Sp with LBG prog. 
at z=3

E + S0 with LBG 
prog. at z=3

Other E + S0LBGs at z=3

z = 3 z = 0

77% of z=3 LBGs end up in E or S0 at z = 0
35% of local E or S0 have a LBG progenitor at z = 3

Lyman Break Galaxies

J. B., et al., 2004
(+ Guo Qi’s talk yesterday)

Selection from a mock mock -> galaxy snapshot merger tree

mock -> halo snapshots : mass 
function of haloes hosting LBGs



The VVDS-Millennium MyDB
- 200 1x1 sq. deg. mock catalogues,
- Photometric selection as VVDS
- Photometric masks as VVDS-02H
- Spectroscopic targeting scheme
- Apparent magnitudes : UBVRIJKugriz
- Errors on magnitudes from VVDS
- Spectra

Assess analysis of real survey (e.g. cosmic variance)
Carry out meaningful comparison with model by 
applying observer’s pipeline directly to the mocks : 

- Clustering
- stellar mass function
- everything by type/color etc.

J. B., G. De Lucia, B. Meneux, G. Guzzo,  + all VVDS



The VVDS-Millennium DB

Text

E. Zucca, 
M. Bolzonella,
L. Pozzetti,

JB., G.De Lucia,
+ VVDS



The VVDS-Millennium DB
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The Horizon Project DB
- Horizon “reference” simulations (DM only)
-> different volumes (20, 100, 500 Mpc/h)
-> different cosmologies (WMAP 1,3,5)
-> different resolutions (128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048)
-> SAME initial conditions
-> many runs of GALICS (diff. versions & parameters)
-> many runs of MOMAF (mocks for various surveys)

- Horizon “challenge” simulations 
-> 4 pi light-cone simulation
-> Mare Nostrum simulation
-> ... ?



Simulation
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The Horizon Project DB
- Simulation/Experiment Meta-data 
- description of each simulation (IC, code version, CPU 
type, date, owner, ...)
- description of each GALICS run (Halo finder, tree 
builder, semi-analytic model parameters, ...)
- description of each mock catalogue
- Simulation/Experiment browser 

-> solution inspired from SNAP (with the help of G. 
Lemson and L. Bourges)
-> NB : “SNAP for dummies” document needed !
-> NB : we also need to specify relationships between 
experiments...



- Data meta-data 
-> documentation of each field (column) in the DB is 
stored in a meta-data DB which is used to create online 
dynamical documentation
-> “Dictionary” + mapping

- Synchronization issues 
-> meta-data has to keep up ... 
-> solution : “DB-manager applet” -> modify the 
data and the meta-data at the same time (and 
demand metadata...) (L. Bourges)

Dictionary.xml
RunMapping.xml Metadata & data update

Protocol.xml



Databases are great ... but 
“Database” means neither public nor accessible
The web interface does at least half the job :



2003 3 months of my PhD learning HTML, PHP, 
MySQL -> 2 years online before closed for 
“security” reasons (i.e. repeatedly crashing 

the IAP Planck server ... )



2006 6 month of Gerard Lemson. 
 Work in contact with simulators and users...

+ maintenance & “help desk”



“Database” means neither public nor accessible
The web interface does at least half the job : 
-> formatting/managing of output data
-> handling of errors
-> user privileges (MyDB, OurDB, ..., kill... )
-> documentation ! (Schema browser etc.)
-> queue system for long queries & services
-> logs, “Help desk” / forum 
-> B. Panter’s IDL scripts
-> maintenance ...

Databases are great ... but 



Summary

Databases are extremely useful for collaborations 
(e.g. mocks) between different communities

Databases are extremely useful for the “publisher” 
too : very efficient exploration of the data

Databases are easy to use thanks to SQL 

The web-application is not a minor part of the thing 
(public access, MyDB, formats, queue, ...)

Horizon DB will soon be online (fall 2008)


